
SMALL EXPLODING DREAM 
 

The dog swims under the paddling girl.   
A crumb’s dropped on the eyelid of an unborn child by a former lover.  
He is watching My Dinner with Andre and food for thought is an idea shot to Mars  
while Andre tells Wallace about Tibet, the Sahara, a mystical farm in England,  
being buried alive and conducting rituals by moonlight in Poland.  
 
The waiter’s a stick of dynamite the match gropes toward.  
 
The dog reaches shore  where coconuts thunder to ground and the meat of a fresh-killed                      

                    wild boar sizzles on a fire of locust and pine.  
The bell ringer pulls the rope summoning the faithful from valley and outcrop.  
 
But it’s the pin of a grenade strapped between the breasts of the Palestinian girl  
from whose eyelid, as dark waned to sight and the dog sloughs off the rider,  
someone has licked a crumb, the burst of flavor on the tongue. 
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Deleted: Before the going back to worm 
churned dirt eat seaweed salad and salty 
dog.

Deleted: paddling 

Deleted: of chocolate cake 

Deleted: of a sleeping maiden

Deleted: er insomniac lover who is Mary 
Magdalene with tincture of Simone de 
Beauvair by the blue light of a muted TV 
screen.

Deleted: And the stick waiter

Deleted:  serves the gala food that turned 
to

Deleted: stones and nails inside him 
when his lover said no, good-bye, and the 
fire under the pot was doused. Oh pot of 
aphrodisiac, the bubble, boil and trouble 
of yum, slurp, and gulp. The crawl on the 
belly to the bank of the honeyed river 
approached by the

Deleted: with the girl quaking on his 
brown back through foam and 

Deleted: crash

Deleted: to shore 

Deleted: Nearby the


